Entering the next level
of entertainment
Oscar® nominated Rising Sun Pictures collaborates with Dell partner VInet Solutions
to stay at the forefront of movie visual effects and virtual reality with a highperformance, converged infrastructure
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Business need
With movie visual effects (VFX)
evolving at a rapid pace, Rising
Sun Pictures wanted to stay at the
forefront of the industry with a
future-ready rendering environment.

Solution
The company worked with Dell partner
VInet Solutions to deploy a new
environment based on Dell PowerEdge
FX2 converged IT technology and Dell
PowerEdge FC630 server modules
with Intel® Xeon® processor E5 family.
Maximum performance is maintained
with Dell ProSupport.

Benefits
•

•
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•

“We can play a greater role in the storytelling
process, because our artists have the Dell
technology that opens up new opportunities
for our clients.”
Ian Cope, Producer, Rising Sun Pictures

•
•

Gives VFX artists tools to
deliver pioneering work in a
competitive industry
Stays on top of VFX innovations
and creates new revenue streams
Reduces IT complexity and
maximizes IT stability
Optimizing the performance of
increasingly demanding software
Achieves high density and power
efficiency to minimize costs

Solutions at a glance
•
•
•

Converged Infrastructure
Client Solutions
Enterprise Support

Storytelling has been going on since the start of human
history. And through technology, the art of telling stories has
become richer and more engaging. Today, we are in an era of
multiplatform narrations where audiences are being thrilled by
augmented and virtual reality.

“We gained the
power and energy
efficiency we
needed while
protecting future
growth. The Dell
PowerEdge FX2
solution with
Dell PowerEdge
FC630 servers
was a great fit, and
the technology is
modular and very
flexible.”
Mark Day, Director of
Engineering, Rising Sun Pictures

Rising Sun Pictures (RSP) is at the
cutting edge of storytelling through its
visual effects (VFX) work, which gained
an Academy Award® nomination from
the Academy of Motion Pictures Arts
and Sciences®. The company is a pioneer
in VFX, but it is a continual challenge to
stay at the forefront. Producer Ian Cope
of Rising Sun Pictures comments, “The
industry is very competitive, and
we need to protect our margins by
ensuring our IT is incredibly powerful
and cost-competitive.”

Finding the right balance of price
and performance
To achieve these goals, RSP has been
working with Dell partner VInet Solutions.
Through a long-standing relationship, RSP
has relied on the expertise of VInet in Dell
technology to find the right solutions to
meet its needs. Stuart Davis, managing
director of VInet Solutions, says, “We’ve
developed infrastructure design for RSP,
and we regularly present the company
with technical roadmaps to show how
Dell solutions are evolving.” Successful
projects to date between RSP and VInet
include the rollout of Dell Precision T7810
workstations for artists and VFX specialists.
It was during one of the partner’s regular
meetings with RSP that the conversation
focused on the rendering environment.
RSP needed much greater performance
and density from the environment built
on older generation hardware. It had to
be future-ready to support continued
developments in VFX technology. Davis
says, “We had some specific parameters
to work with, particularly around power
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and cooling. Temperature is always
front-of-mind due to the cost of cooling.
It can negatively affect performance.”
Mark Day, director of engineering at
Rising Sun Pictures, says, “Our goal was
to purchase as much raw power as we
could with the budget we had available.
Still, we wanted to work with a partner
and brand we could trust. We worked
closely with VInet Solutions to get the
guidance we needed, while the Dell
solution gave us a solid foundation to
build a stable platform for future growth
and support the extensive requirements
of VFX.”

High-performing, efficient,
future-ready technology
Based on discussions with VInet
Solutions, RSP chose to deploy a
Dell PowerEdge FX2 chassis-based

Products & Services
Services
Dell Support Services
– Dell ProSupport for
Enterprise
Hardware
Dell PowerEdge FX2 chassis
Dell PowerEdge FC630 server
modules with Intel® Xeon®
processor E5 family
Dell Precision T7810
workstations
Integrated Dell Remote
Access Controller (iDRAC)

infrastructure with Dell PowerEdge
FC630 server modules with Intel®
Xeon® processor E5 family. The Dell
PowerEdge FX2 converges server,
storage and networking in a compact
chassis for high-density compute
environments. For RSP, the key feature
of the solution was the Dell PowerEdge
FC630 two-socket, quarter-width
blocks. Installing 40 Dell PowerEdge
FC630 servers across 10 Dell PowerEdge
FX2 chassis gave RSP the future-ready
environment to drive success.
Day says, “We gained the power and
energy efficiency we needed while
protecting future growth. The Dell
PowerEdge FX2 solution with Dell
PowerEdge FC630 servers was a great fit,
and the technology is modular and very
flexible. It gave us the option of changing
the server modules down the line as Dell
brings new servers on stream.”

Giving VFX artists tools to deliver
pioneering work in a highly
competitive industry
Even though technology plays a bigger
role in movie production, this is still
a people-driven business. As Cope
says, technology is a tool for artists
to maximize their creative potential,
and the Dell PowerEdge FX2 solution
is helping RSP do just that. “We can
play a greater role in the storytelling
process, because our artists have the
Dell technology that opens up new
opportunities for our clients.”

Staying on top of developments
and creating new revenue streams
RSP has the IT support to remain at the
cutting edge of VFX at a time when its

market is changing fast. “People want to
interact with entertainment in new ways
such as virtual reality. We can optimize our
Dell equipment to integrate with software
solutions such as Houdini and NUKE to
ensure we can react to emerging trends in
the industry,” Cope comments.

Reducing IT complexity and
maximizing IT stability
According to Day, RSP is uncompromising
when it comes to IT performance. He says,
“The great news is that our Dell solution
meets both our performance and stability
thresholds.” He adds that management
is simple with technology such as the
integrated Dell Remote Access Controller
(iDRAC). “There is a management portal
per chassis and we have remote access to
each server for easier administration.”

Maximum performance across
the lifecycle
RSP is confident the Dell solution is a
good investment. Working with VInet
Solutions, the company found the
right server technology to meet its
requirements for today and in the future.
What’s more, RSP knows it will receive
a quick, expert response from VInet
should its needs change in any part of its
IT infrastructure. Day-to-day, RSP also
has peace of mind that it can maintain
the performance of its rendering
environment. Working with Dell
ProSupport, advice and assistance is just
a short telephone call away. Comments
Day, “Our experience of Dell products,
servers and partners is excellent. We see
Dell as a trusted advisor, which has a
strong customer focus. Dell has always
been responsive to our requirements.”

Intel Inside®. Powerful Solution Outside.

View all Dell case studies at Dell.com/CustomerStories
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